Further appreciation of a control system for chemical reactions residing in virtual energy flows through the bio-system.
The argument has been advanced in previous papers that the radiative field of classical electromagnetics is a special case of envelopment of space itself (termed here 'non-reap' or 'imaginary energy') by waves of this field according to the formalism of Clark Maxwell (termed here 'real energy') and that, in its non-enveloped state, the virtual field is of special significance for the functioning bio-system. This paper summarizes evidence from a preceding paper from the areas of physical chemistry and theoretical physics to validate the presence of just such a radiationless, non-enveloped virtual field of space elements dissipating matter of inanimate and animate types. As discussed, the non-enveloped field is subject to envelopment by magnetic fields and by the heat part of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is reasoned that the envelopment process itself is concerned with a thrust-delivering atomic and molecular movement so familiar in bio-system function. The virtual stream develops from the polyatom and polymer state so that wavelengths of its components are greater than those wavelengths associated with individual atoms or molecules. The division between the two wavelength types is set for purposes of this quasi-mechanical approach to space elements at the heat part of the spectrum. Properties of control and stability over atomic and molecular systems derive from this wavelength advantage. Irrespective of wavelength, the virtual system is operative free of heat and of the magnetic field. In the presence of appropriate threshold values, these enveloping agents then manifest an arrangement of space elements in real energy or radiative terms. Events during these transitions confer important physical properties on all matter but they are more highly developed and the control they exercise more subtle in animate matter.